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Resonant Oscillations of Josephson Current in
Nb-Bi2Te2.3Se0.7-Nb Junctions

Vasily S. Stolyarov,* Dimitri Roditchev, Vladimir L. Gurtovoi, Sergey N. Kozlov,
Dmitriy S. Yakovlev, Olga V. Skryabina, Valerii M. Vinokur, and Alexander A. Golubov

Josephson proximity junctions and devices employing topological insulators
are promising candidates for realizing topological superconductivity and
topologically protected quantum circuits. Here, the new type of oscillations of
the critical Josephson current in the ballistic Nb-Bi2Te2.3Se0.7-Nb junctions
subject to the magnetic fields is reported. The oscillations appear below
≈400 mK and have a very unusual sharp-peaked shape. Their ultra-short
period ≈1 Oe, by orders of magnitude shorter than the expected periodicity
due to fluxoid quantization in the device, corresponds to the extremely low
energy scale ≈1 𝛍eV. It is established that the observed effect is due to the
resonant transmission of Andreev quasiparticles via the peculiar energy levels
forming near the S-TI interfaces.

1. Introduction

The concept of p-wave superconductivity[1] harboring a trove of
exotic topological states[2–5] was put forth nearly 60 years ago.
Recent proposals[6,7] of inducing it by sandwiching a trivial s-
wave superconductor (S) with a topological insulator (TI) trig-
gered a burst of a research activity. Various models focused
on the possible pairing symmetries of the superconducting
order induced by proximity to topological layers.[8–12] Several
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experimental groups have already realized
the S–TI interfaces and S–TI–S junctions,
and studied the Josephson current across
them, see refs. [13–20] and references
therein. A few papers has reported un-
usual Shapiro steps consistent with the
formation of the p-wave correlations.[21,22]

Here we report on the ultra-fast oscillations
of the Josephson current in the magnetic
field revealed in the mesoscopic S–TI–S
devices comprising single nano-crystals of
Bi2Te2.3Se0.7. We propose that these oscil-
lations result due to formation of the pe-
culiar Andreev bound states with the very
peculiar fine structure of the energy levels
at the S–TI contacts. This picture concurs
with the possibility of the induced p-wave

superconducting order due to the combination of the conven-
tional s-wave superconducting correlationswith the peculiar sym-
metry of the used TI.

2. Results

The DC-transport measurements (see Experimental Section and
Supporting Information section “Details of the Transport Mea-
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Figure 1. Josephson transport through Nb-Bi2Te2.3Se0.7-Nb SNS structure. a) Scanning electron micrograph of the device (the scale bar corresponds
to 250 nm). The 28 nm thick nano-crystal and the two Nb-electrodes are colored. b) Below ≈1.2 K, the current–voltage characteristics are nonlinear and
demonstrate jumps typical for Josephson junctions (the retrapping currents are not shown). c) Magnetic field dependence of the critical current Ic(H) at
different temperatures. Black line: a bell-like Ic(H) (measured at 700 mK) is typical for small lateral Josephson junctions;[23–25] color data points: Ic(H)
acquired at low fields ∣ H ∣<10 Oe between 500 and 37 mK. Dashed color lines: expected Ic(H) at higher fields. d) The expanded view of Ic(H) in (c)
reveals tiny oscillations of the critical current with the period ≈1.2 Oe. The oscillation amplitude sharply rises below 500 mK.

surements”) were taken on the devices comprising two supercon-
ducting niobium (Nb) electrodes attached to a single nano-crystal
of Bi2Te2.3Se0.7 to form a S–TI–S structure,[23] Figure 1a. The re-
sults of measurements are shown in Figure 1b–d. The panel (b)
displays the voltage versus current V(I) characteristics acquired
at different temperatures. On these curves, sharp vertical jumps
define the critical values of Josephson currents Ic. Panel (c) rep-
resents the overall magnetic field dependence of the critical cur-
rent; the observed bell-like shape of Ic(H) is expected for this kind
of the SNS junctions.[24,25] The central discovery is the fine os-
cillations Ic(H), presented in panel (d), which appear below 500
mK at the top of the generic dependence shown in panel (c). The
oscillations have surprisingly short period ≈1.2 Oe, strong tem-
perature dependence, and very unusual peaked shape, in a strik-
ing contrast with the smooth maxima of the commonly observed
Fraunhofer-like patterns. Several devices were tested and showed
similar oscillations.
The observed oscillations are at odds with the known be-

haviour of the Josephson junctions. To understand their physical

origin, we start with the detailed examining of the device struc-
ture. Figure 2a sketches the cross-section of the device. Ultra-
thin (10–30 nm) Bi2Te2.3Se0.7 nano-crystals were grown by the
physical vapor deposition from the original Bi2Te2Se melt. A
high transparency of the Nb–TI interfaces was achieved by the
in situ RF-plasma Ar-etching of the TI surface prior sputtering
Nb-electrodes. Along with the low thickness and high quality
of the TI-single crystals, it enables the ballistic transport of the
Cooper pairs dominated by the flow along the surface channels
of Bi2Te2.3Se0.7.

[23]

As a result of the Ar-etching, the nano-crystals under the Nb-
electrodes get damaged and are characterized by the short elec-
tronmean free path.[26] Only a few ballistic channels remain well-
connected via these damaged regions. Moreover, a band bend-
ing is likely to occur in the part of the crystal covered with the
Nb electrodes.[27,28] As a result, superconducting correlations in-
duced by the proximity under Nb evolve into a strongly diffusive
regime (see Figure 2a). There, only a small fraction of the Cooper
pairs may transform into the triplet p-wave superconductivity in
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Figure 2. Formation of the localized Andreev levels. a) A sketch of the
device and the expected spatial evolution of diffusive s-wave (grey line),
ballistic s-wave (black line), and p-wave (red line) correlations inside the
nano-crystal. b) Upper panel: thick solid line depicts the spatial evolution
of the x-component of the order parameter near diffusive–ballistic inter-
face; thin red lines: set 𝜀n of Andreev levels. Lower panel: Andreev reflec-
tion process presented in terms of the geometrical optics approach. The
angle of the elemental Doppler shift is 𝛿𝜃 ≃ vs∕vF, see details in the text.
The elemental shift 𝛿y corresponding to a single cycle of reflection is equal
to the electronic wave length, see details in the text. During themultiple re-
flections, a successive Sommerfeld quantization of the angle 𝛿𝜃 occurs, so
that 𝛿y = n𝜆, generates a set 𝜀n of the discrete Caroli-deGennes–Matricon-
like levels.[32]

the 2D surface layer within the mean free path distance from
Nb electrodes.[23] Thus, strongly diffusive s-wave correlations are
dominant in the TI under the electrodes.
In the vicinity of the Nb edges, however, the damaged regions

are linked to the pristine central region of Bi2Te2.3Se0.7. In this
noncovered part of the crystal, the Fermi level is located in the
bulk band gap,[29] preventing the trivial 3D states to contribute
to the electron transport[23] (gray curve in Figure 2a). Only
a few ballistic surface channels connect the two supercon-
ducting electrodes, promoting the transmission of the s-wave
(black curve) and p-wave (red curve) correlations that both
contribute to the supercurrent. Thus, the non-damaged part

of the TI-crystal adjacent to the diffusive ones is a perfect host
for the p-wave modes, allowing for exploring their intriguing
consequences.
At the interfaces between the Nb-covered diffusive region and

Nb-free ballistic 2D region (vertical dashed lines in Figure 2a)
the quasiparticles experience backscattering, due to the Fermi ve-
locity mismatch. For the s-wave channels, this backscattering is
compensated by the diffusive transport near the Nb edge. This
well-known “reflectionless tunneling effect”[30] provides the high
effective transparency for the s-wave correlations (transparency
1 was used to fit the corresponding conventional contribution
to the supercurrent, see Supporting Information section Tem-
perature Evolution of critical current). At the same time, the x-
component of the induced p-wave order parameter Δ = Δx + iΔy
is partially suppressed near the interfaces on the scale of the su-
perconducting coherence length 𝜉 (two dips in red curve in Fig-
ure 2a). Figure 2b depicts this evolution for the left interface.
There the quantumwell formed by vanishingΔx, on the left side,
and by the jump at the interface, on the right side, hosts sub-
gap Andreev bound states. In the framework of the semiclassical
approximation, such states have a linear energy dispersion ver-
sus the wave number ky parallel to the interface

[31] 𝜀 = Δ sin(kyy),
with the mid-gap state corresponding to ky = 0. Note that in gen-
eral, the p-wave state is characterized by the presence of either
a single or two simultaneously present edge modes. In the for-
mer case, one deals with the chiral p-wave, in the latter case, one
has two helical modes with the plus and minus helicities, respec-
tively. Importantly, both modes disperse linearly with momen-
tum and, therefore, the Andreev bound states are equivalent in
both cases. Finally, interfaces harbor supercurrents resulting in
reconstruction of the Andreev states which we discuss now.
In the following we go beyond the semi-classical approxi-

mation. Considering the low transparency of the interface be-
tween the superconducting and normal TI, we describe our de-
vice as a free-standing p-wave superconducting specimen; the
edges of the specimen represent the above mentioned interfaces
in the real device. In the spirit of the Stone’s picture of Andreev
reflection,[32] the edge supercurrents make the Andreev scatter-
ing not perfectly retroreflecting (see lower panel in Figure 2b):
Each reflection causes a small change in the angle of the inci-
dence, with 𝛿𝜃 ≈ vs∕vF ≈ Δ∕𝜀F in the regime of small angles
𝜃 or, equivalently, of low quasiparticle energies. Here vs, vF are
superfluid and Fermi velocities, respectively, and 𝜀F is the Fermi
energy in the proximized 2D TI layer. Within this geometrical op-
tics picture of the Andreev reflection,[32] we predict that the linear
spectrum near 𝜀 = 0 splits into a set of the discrete low-energy
states

𝜀n ≈ Δ(vs∕vF)n ≈ (Δ2∕𝜀F)n (1)

where n = 1,2,3 is the quantum number which appears as the
ratio 𝛿y∕𝜆, where 𝜆 is the electron wavelength. Indeed, since the
width of the effective potential well is 𝜉 ≃ ℏvF∕Δ, and using 𝜀F ≃
vFpF, we have 𝛿y ≃ 𝜉𝛿𝜃 ≃ (ℏvF∕Δ)(Δ∕vFpF) ≃ 𝜆, that is, the Bohr–
Sommerfeld quantization condition holds. Taking Δ ≈ 0.3 meV
and 𝜀F ≈ 0.1 eV,[23] we get an estimate for the inter-level spacing
𝛿𝜀n ≈ 1𝜇eV. Note that similar fine level structure 𝜀n ≈ Δ2∕𝜀F
was predicted in the core of an Abrikosov vortex by Caroli, De
Gennes, and Matricon,[33] beyond the semi-classical Andreev ap-
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Figure 3. Evolution of critical currents with temperature. Blue curve: evo-
lution of the maximum critical current (measured at the first peak at
H = 0 Oe). Green curve: evolution of the minimum current (first mini-
mum, at H ≃ 0.5 Oe). Red line: retrapping current.

proximation. In case of vortices however, vs represents circular
supercurrents, whereas in our case it arises due to the Josephson
supercurrent component along the electrode edge or else, may be
caused by the chiral p-wave symmetry of the proximity-induced
order parameter at the TI surface.
Exactly the same level structure forms at the opposite

(right) electrode of our S–TI–S device. We anticipate that it is
the transmission between these energy levels by ballistic TI
channels that provides the observed anomalous resonant con-
tribution to the Josephson supercurrent, Figure 1d. Earlier, the
resonant tunneling via mid-gap Andreev bound states was dis-
cussed in the context of junctions between d-wave[34] or p-wave
superconductors.[35] Due to the expected fine level structure in

μeV range, very low temperatures below ≈10 mK are needed to
resolve their individual contributions.
Though, an external magnetic fieldH applied perpendicularly

to the device plane provides a Doppler shift of the levels in the op-
posite directions in the two electrodes.[36] The shift magnitude is
𝛿𝜀 ≈ Δ(H∕Hc), where Hc = Φ0∕𝜋𝜉𝜆L is thermodynamic critical
field, 𝜉 ≈ 100 nm is the coherence length in the proximized bal-
listic region and 𝜆L ≈ 100 nm is the London penetration depth of
Nb (since Nb electrodes provide magnetic field screening). Us-
ing these numbers, we get Hc ≈ 103 Oe, and thus, an external
field in the ≈Oe range provides a shift 2𝛿𝜀 ≈ 10−3Δ, which is in-
deed of the order of inter-level spacing 𝛿𝜀n. As a result, periodic
out-of-resonance shifts of the levels in low fields (much smaller
than ≈ 500 Oe needed to provide flux quantum per junction area
in Figure 1c) lead to ultra-fine periodic oscillations of the criti-
cal current.
The fine period ≈ Δ2∕𝜀F of the observed oscillations is thus

consistent with the p-wave symmetry of the induced order param-
eter. It also fully excludes the s-wave symmetry since in the s-wave
case the low energy Andreev bound states do not exist; only the
levels ≈ Δ can form. It should be mentioned for completeness,
that another possibility could, in principle, be a d-wave symmetry
when themid-gap bound statesmay form if the lobes of the order
parameter are misaligned with respect to the interface. However,
the level splitting mechanism proposed in our work and illus-
trated in Figure 2 is not operative in the d-wave case as the lat-
ter has the so-called flat dispersion with the bound levels pinned
strictly to zero energy.
The temperature dependence of the oscillation amplitude pre-

sented in Figure 3 further supports our prediction. There, the
values Imin

c of the critical current at the minima of oscillations
(green open circles) nicely follow the Kulik–Omelyanchuk ballis-
tic behavior[37,38] (green curve, see Supporting Information sec-
tion, Temperature Evolution of critical current), in agreement
with the expected s-wave origin of Imin

c . The observed upturn in
Imax
c (T) (oscillation maxima) along with a rapid rise of the oscilla-
tion amplitude Imax

c (T) − Imin
c (T) when lowering temperature also

supports our model. Indeed, based on considerations developed
in refs. [34, 39] one expects the amplitude of this resonant con-
tribution due to p-component to be ∝ Δ2∕T . Furthermore, the

Figure 4. Josephson transport through a SQUID-like device. a) Scanning electron micrograph of the device (the scale bar corresponds to 250 nm). Two
closely spaced nano-crystals of Bi2Te2.3Se0.7 (false colored in green) form the SQUID arms. b) Data points: Critical current versus field dependence (here
at 700 mK) exhibits oscillations with large periodicity 𝛿 H ≈ 105 Oe. Black dashed line: a fit by the Fraunhover expression for a SQUID (see in the text).
c) Below 300 mK and at very low fields, Ic(H) fine oscillations with periodicity ≈1.3 Oe are observed.
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observed sharp peaks at the maxima of oscillations find their
straightforward explanation since the transmission probability is
drastically enhanced at the resonance where the levels match. Fi-
nally, it is worth to mention the recent study[40] which is appar-
ently unrelated to our work, but where qualitatively similar en-
hancement of critical current at low T was reported in BiSbTeSe2
nanoribbons and attributed to the contribution of low energy An-
dreev bound states, though via different mechanism.
Since our explanation is based on a resonance transmission

via Andreev levels forming at interfaces, one expects the oscil-
lation period to be rather insensitive to the details of the de-
vice geometry. In Figure 4a, a device involving two TI-crystals is
presented. Expectedly, this device shows overall oscillatory Ic(H)
characteristics typical of a DC-SQUID[23] (see Figure 4b), very
different from the bell-like Ic(H) of a single junction presented
in Figure 1c. The oscillations have a large period 𝛿H ≈ 105 Oe
and follow Fraunhofer behavior, Ic(H) = Ic(0)| sin(Φ(H)∕Φ0)

Φ(H)∕Φ0
|, where

Φ(H) = HS is the flux through the SQUID loop of a section S.
A satisfactory fit (black dashed line in Figure 4b) is obtained
with S = 0.2 μm2 ≃(0.45 μm)2, that corresponds well to the
physical size of the device in Figure 4a. Though, the SQUID-
like junction also shows fine oscillations of Ic at low fields, Fig-
ure 4c. While the amplitude of these oscillations is lower than
in a single-junction device (eventually due to the interference be-
tween the contributions of the two arms and/or slightly different
interfaces), their periods are quite the same. Note that the oscilla-
tion period of ≈1 Oe would correspond to one flux quantum per
area S = Φ0∕1 Oe ≈(5 μm)2 which is more than ten times larger
than any dimension of the studied devices. This again excludes
any link between the observed oscillations and the conventional
flux quantization phenomena.

3. Conclusion

The peculiar temperature dependence of the observed oscilla-
tions, their characteristic peaked shape and ultra-fine period are,
therefore, the direct experimental evidences that support our
model of the resonant transmission by ballistic p-wave topolog-
ical channels via specific low-lying Andreev levels formed at the
two S-TI interfaces of the Josephson junction. Unveiling whether
the observed states have chiral or helical nature calls for the next
step study. Knowing the precise symmetry of the linear disper-
sion of Andreev states near the Dirac point will provide a plat-
form for implementing the concrete topological p-wave based
construction of qubits.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Growth: The growth conditions of Bi2Te2.3Se0.7 nano-crystals,

S-TI-S device layout, the stages of the device elaborations, their basic struc-
tural and electronic properties are presented in details in ref. [23].

Transport Measurements: For each studied sample, the transport ex-
periments were carried out in three steps. First, the resistive transition to
the superconducting state was recorded, and the evolution of I(V) charac-
teristics with temperature was studied in zero-magnetic field. Second, the
overall Ic(H) characteristics weremeasured in fields up to 1 kOe. Third, the
experiments revealing fine oscillations were provided. The samples were
cooled below the superconducting critical temperature at zero-field. The
eventual residual magnetic field of a few Oe remained much lower than
the field Hvortex >100 Oe required to stabilize one vortex in 500 nm wide

Nb electrodes (an even higher field Hvortex > 200–500 Oe for 200–400 nm
large TI-nanocrystals). In this way any possibility for the vortex presence
in the junction was excluded. After achieving the required temperature,
Ic(H) characteristics were acquired in a narrow field range |H| < 10 Oe
which was also at least ten times lower than the field required for the first
vortex penetration inside the device. Thus, the vortex penetration in the
device during these experiments was excluded. Independently, the typical
symmetric bell-like Ic(H) dependence in Figure 1c confirms that no extra
flux influenced the experiments at least up to 300 Oe. This is an additional
proof that no flux in Nb or TI was trapped during the cooling or the mea-
surement process.

Taking into account the field profile due to Meissner diamagnetism,
the studied junctions used 70 nm thick and 500 nm wide Nb electrodes.
The former was close to and the latter larger than the London penetration
depth of Nb,≈100 nm. At lowmagnetic fields, theMeissner currents in Nb
partially screen the external fieldH, so inside NbHNb < H. Though, the ex-
pelled field was refocused at the TI crystal between the two Nb-electrodes.
There, the field amplitude was larger than H. The estimations show that,
depending on considered location, the field can be higher or lower than
H by a geometric factor 0.6–1.9.[23] At Nb-edges where Andreev bound
states were formed and Meissner currents flow, the local field was almost
equal to H. It is also important that this geometric factor was constant
in field, that is the relation between local and external field remains lin-
ear. Thus, the measured value of the oscillation period may differ from the
“theoretical” one by a numeric factor ≈2.

Experimental Setup: The experiments were carried out on BlueFors
LD250 refrigerator. The ultra-low distortion function generator DS360 was
used as current source and 24-bit eight-channel ADC-card Leonardo II as
a digitizer of voltage, current and magnetic field signals. The voltage sig-
nal was preamplified by a home-made symmetric amplifier (voltage noise

density 3 nV/
√
Hz) with the symmetric current biasing of samples. All

DC-lines were designed to feature a strong common mode rejection at
low frequency (50 Hz and harmonics). The electric connections were fil-
tered using two-stage low-pass RC-filters (R = 1 kOhm, C = 100 nF, cut-off
frequency of 1.7 kHz), the filter being fixed at 100 mK-plate. The RC-filters
were followed by a compact silver-epoxy microwave filter made of twelve
1.6 m long twisted pairs (the so-called TP-filter) where only one line per
pair was used; the design of the filter and of the thermal sink were those
used in millikelvin microwave experiments.[41] The TP-filter was located
directly on the mixing chamber in the vicinity of the sample holder. The
resulted filter efficiency exceeded 150 dB of attenuation in the frequency
range 0.1–20 GHz. For 2 month period of measurements, the critical cur-
rent oscillations of both T-SQUID and TSJ showed stable and reproducible
behavior. The total current noise of the measurement setup was tested
on single Al/AlOx/Al Josephson junctions with the normal resistance of 5
kOhm and a low theoretical Ambegaokar–Baratoff critical current of 50 nA;
the measured switching current was 30 nA. The resulted current noise
amplitude was significantly lower than 10 nA and this was not able to in-
fluence ≈ 1 𝜇A current oscillations observed in all measured topological
structures. The calibrated magnetic field (85 Oe A−1) was applied perpen-
dicularly to the sample plane.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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